These abstract concepts were part of a larger effort to countervail the individual nature of nationalism and was embraced by the private sector, who recognized that, writes Robert
Westbrook, "Americans were alert to the need for solidarity in 7 Charles C. Alexander, Nationalism in American Though, 1930 -1945 (Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1971 wartime and to the special difficulties that an 'individualistic' people like themselves had in sustaining such a collective sprit." 10 IBM's "We-All" advertising campaign contained the following message in a January 10, 1942 that ran in Time magazine:
WE-ALL
The Japanese attack on the United States instantly changed our trend of thought in this county. Before that attack some of us thought in terms of "I", others in terms of "we". Neither of those terms expresses our feelings today. "I" represents one person. "We" may mean only two or a few persons. Our slogan now is WE-ALL, which means every loyal individual in the United States. We are facing a long, hard job, but when the United States decides to fight for a cause, it is in terms of WE-ALL, and nothing can or will stop us.
President Roosevelt, our Commander-in-Chief, can be certain that WE-ALL are back of him, determined to protect our country, our form of government, and the freedoms which we cherish. with an "instinct for discipline" that made them especially dangerous. 23 The detailed characterization of the enemy contrasted sharply with the American troop's proclivity towards a feeling of anonymity amidst sixteen million other men. 24 This tendency toward a loss of individuality only served to augment the small group loyalties forged in battle, leading to expressions of self through recognition of group achievements, and reinforced through the actions of men like General Patton who, for morale purposes, encouraged the giving of "credit" to soldiers in the field.
Credit served both to reinforce identity and to provide a connection to those outside the liminal experience-while the soldiers in the combat zone had forsaken the abstract for the real; they still knew that they could contribute to the nationalist myth in America itself. 25 Nationalism was never wholly absent for the 22 American soldier. National identity was inseparable from ones own sense of self. Any overarching meaning that could be applied to that identity was replaced with allegiance to Shakespeare's "band of Lockwood's "Call to Dreamers," which reads:
We issue a call to the dreamers, To men who will dream and will dare, A clarion call to the stalwart Hutton and Rooney, 127. 31 Save for the publication of comics, on which there is a wealth of scholarly research.
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To those who are freest of all, To the strong and the true and courageous, To them we now issue a call.
The forces of hatred are marching And slaughtering men as they go, And the ramparts constructed to halt them down Are crumbled and aged and low.
It is not for the men that we sorrow, For each must come to his end, It's the dream for a better tomorrow Which is threatened we seek to defend.
Dreams are the facts of the future, Miracles yet to be born, And men who would lose them will borrow A future both dark and forlorn.
So we issue a call to the dreamers, The men of the rank and the file, Who will fight for the things they believe in And go to their deaths with a smile.
To arms! for the battle is raging And war's not the horror it seems, For it's better to die than to live in a world That is barren and empty of dreams. 
